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Greening Rooftops In The Emerald  City 
(PREPARED FOR THG) 

 
In the design of modern apartments, rooftop development has become an important and highly desirable part of urban life for 
the renter or owner. Besides being decorative, roof plantings may also provide food, entertainment and recreational 
opportunities, habitats for wildlife, temperature control and other benefits. Even when the views are not spectacular, simply 
getting out-of-doors at a rooftop level is a soul-satisfying experience. The same applies to the indoor-outdoor workspaces that 
have become a contributing part of the Pacific Northwest’s “sense of place.” 
 
“Greening” isn’t really a new idea. Our work with Robert Holmes goes back to 1994 and the development of Belltown Court 
on Second Avenue, which has both roof and lower terrace amenities. What is new in our firm’s work is the evolution of these 
kind of spaces from passive parks to sustainable purposeful spaces. Rooftop amenities now increasingly define the character 
of a building and are seen as being important to renting and keeping the building full. Increasingly, developers, cities, and 
occupants of buildings want rooftops to look good rather than just being repositories for HVAC and other mechanical clutter. 
 
For planners, these green retreats also provide an attractive, cost-effective alternative to street level pocket parks in densely 
populated urban areas. They provide a wonderful perspective of the city below. They feel safe and secure – and they are. 
They are part of the well--being of a city. In the space of less than a decade developers have found that green rooftops have 
gone from novelty to near necessity. Their tenants now embrace the idea of spending their leisure time high above it all. 
 
David Hewitt 
Founding Principal 
Hewitt Architects, Seattle 
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Dimension by Alta 

The plan of this building allows decks on all sides of the roof with a Community Room at the center.  This room is equipped with 
folding doors that blur the line between inside and outside. Particular attention was paid to creating separate areas on the roof 
for various sizes of groups and views. Developed by Wood Partners 



Alto 

The plan of the building allows for a deck on all sides of the roof providing 360 degree views, an outdoor kitchen, fire pit, dog 
relief space and multiple lounge areas along with extensive landscaping. Developed by Harbor Properties 



Verve 

An active space with solarium, herb garden and plantings, partially enclosed barbecue area and several seating and lounging 
areas. The conference room/solarium is an independent element that seperates various roof areas. 
Developed by HB Northwest  and sold to CPA Development at start of construction 



Via6 

Landscape Architecture 

A variety of zones allow residents to enjoy this space year round. The view from above was a key component in the design of 
this 7th floor deck between the two towers. Developed by Pine Street Group (HEWITT was Landscape Architecture) 



206 Bell 

This intimate space creates a landscaped viewing area for residents of 206 Bell. This demonstrates how even smaller spaces 
can be very effective in creating wonderful socializing spaces. Developed by HB Northwest 



The Blake 

Simple, economical and effective use of a roof terrace, iThe Blake provides both indoor and outdoor experiences with a fire pit 
for residents who enjoy the amazing views. Developed by The Blake Associates 



Belltown Court 

Another simple and effective use of a roof terrace. It serves as a quiet park that connects the two building across an alley. 
Surpisingly, the units facing the park sold for more than outside perimeter view units. Developed by Intrawest 



Alcyone 

Landscape Architecture 
 
An early residential building in South Lake Union and the first LEED certified marketrate housing project in the City. Cascade 
Park, across from project, has a popular Pea Patch which was carried over into this project. Developed by Harbor Properties 



The Press 

Landscape Architecture 

Along the Pike Pine Corridor this project was an earlier adapter of roof top space and utilized throw-away containers for 
landscaping that fits with the look and feel of this former Printing Press business. Developed by Harbor Properties 



Harbor Steps 

Harbor Steps reconnected the City to the waterfront. The four buildings revolve around the steps (designed by Arthur Erickson) 
and created a major urban gathering space that provided the development with a sense of openness. A portion of Post Alley 
was raised and became a pedestrian only connection.  Developed by Harbor Properties 



Newmark 

Newmark created a rooftop park with indoor outdoor fitness and entertainment spaces for residences. One of the motivating 
factors was to create a scenic feature for the adjacent building occupants who look down on the top of the retail podium and 
park level. Developed by Intrawest 



Aerial Parkland 

The park was once the High Line, an elevated railroad track that connected New York Central freight trains to factories and warehouses in Manhattan’s West 
Side.  Opened in 1934, the last train ran on the High Line in 1980.  The first phase of this 1.45 mile-long “linear park” opened in 2009 as an aerial greenway 
and rails-to-trails park. The second and third phases were added in 2011 and 2014.  The park attracts nearly 5 million delighted visitors annually. 



Wind and Rain Protection Retractable Shelter 



Wind Protection Perimeter Screening 



Exterior Comfort Warmth 



Exterior Comfort Shade 



Exterior Program Entertainment 
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